
The AI Data Platform for Insurance

We integrate with your systems, pull your data, mix in our data, and add AI intelligence.
Insights and decisions are sent directly back to your systems so no training, migration or
procurement woes.

AI-Powered: Inaza is an AI-enabled data platform tailored for the insurance market -
unlocking true straight-through processing.

Effortless Integration: Seamlessly integrates with existing systems, enhancing them with
advanced AI capabilities.

Unlock Innovation: Impactful, new underwriting and claims handling techniques are just a
click away.

The Cost of Manual Processing in Insurance

Operational Overhead: Time and money lost on manual underwriting and claims handling.

Loss Ratio Deterioration: Increased human error leading to a worse loss ratio.

Innovation Gap: Missing out on innovative underwriting and claims techniques due to high
costs and time constraints.

Inaza is the connected data platform to help insurers, MGAs, and TPAs achieve true straight-
through processing using GenAI for underwriting and claims handling.

Inaza is helping insurance companies automate their remaining complex manual tasks, so their
underwriting and claims teams can focus on what matters.

Inaza’s data platform does all the heavy lifting, while the insurance-focussed A.I. makes decisions
based on your workflow, all while being more cost-effective, faster, and safer at scale.

Unlocking true straight-through processing for Underwriting and Claims

Problem being solved
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Meet Inaza

We enable you to underwrite polices in just seconds. Supercharge your underwriters and
independent agents by catching risks before they become an issue.

Instantly process documents of any format to collect and verify the information you need,
including Proof of Prior, HDR, and ID Checks.

Utilize AI to underwrite using images, allowing for efficient operations without manual review,
and detect issues like Commercial Use, Vehicle Checks, and Metadata Fraud.

Our generative AI efficiently processes large volumes of raw text data to ensure accuracy,
supporting functionalities like Agent Info, POS Validation, and Detail Matching.

Free up your claims teams to focus on core tasks and make a bigger impact. Completely
automate tasks such as email inbox monitoring, claimant outreach, damage assessment, fraud
checks and settlement.

Instantly process documents of any format to extract needed information, including Email
Reader, Invoices, and Police Reports.

Use AI to assess damage and detect fraud with images, enabling quick settlements through
Damage Assessment, Detail Matching, and Metadata Fraud Detection.

Our generative AI efficiently handles large volumes of raw text data for utmost accuracy,
with capabilities like Email Reader, Categorization, and Escalation.

Case Study
Quantum Alliance saw a 30% UW efficiency gain with Inaza in just a few weeks. 
Read the case study here

Benefits

How Claims teams can benefit

How Underwriting teams can benefit

http://www.inaza.com/
https://www.inaza.com/case-study/quantum-alliance-sees-30-efficiency-gain-with-inaza

